Study of certain radicals  by Varadarajan, K.
Y OF CERTAIN RADICALS 
‘I”o~ion theories on module categories have been extensively studied during the 
hst few ~~ZNS. hbt rtll the authors seem to follow the same terminology and 
notations. For instance, what Goldman refers to as kernel functors in [3) are called 
left exact pre-vadicals in [S] by Bo Stenstriim. Also the word “idempotent” is used 
in two different senses by these two authors. While every left exact pie-radical r will 
be idempotent (namely t l r = I) in the sense of Stenstriim, a kernel functor CT is 
called idempotent by Goldman if &W/o(M)) = 0 for every module M. The 
pre-radicals r satisfying r(M/r(M)) = 0 for all M, are referred to as radicals by 
Stenstr6m. In this paper we will follow the termklology of Stenstrijm [5], with one 
ditierence that we will throughout be dealing with left modules. 
The present paper is concerned with the study of certain naturally arising radicals 
which surprisingly enough have not been consjdered by the earlier authors. 
Actually one of the radicals G, (see Section 1 for the definition) has been 
considered by Sarath [4] recently in his study of ‘Tall rings”. 
Throughout R denotes a ring with 1 # 0 and R mod the category of unitary left 
R-modules. Let Cc, C“, C’ Cnr C’$% respectively C’, denote the class of cyclic, finitely 
generated, cauntably generated, noetherian, s *mi-simple, respectively ax tinian 
modules in R-mod. Let C,, denote the class consti.uted by all the simple R-modules 
and the zero module. When it is necessary to inklicate the ring over which we are 
the above classes, we will write C,(R), C,(R), etc. In Section 1 we 
introduce the classes 7” and functions GA in R-mod, where h stands for one of the 
symbols c, f. U, n, s, ss, or a. Each of the classes TA (A # O) turns out to be a torsion 
class. Moreover we get the equalities T’ = 7” = T” = 7’” = T”” for any ring R. It 
turns aut that G,, G,, G, and G;, are radicals on R-mod for any ring R. Actually 
G, = G,, = J the Jacobson radical. In particular T’ = T’= T” = T” = T”” is the 
torsion class determined by the Jacobson radical. In general G,, Gf and G, will not 
be even pre-radicals on R-mod. Even though G, is a radical and T” = T”, in general 
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G, # J. In Section I we determine necessary and sufficient chditians 
pre-radical on R-mod. It turns out that wfrene 
automatically a radical on R-n~od. I 
smaller than a given radical r on R- 
same torsion class. In particular if P and @ are tW43 r43di 
determine the same torsion 
T” z T” = T” we immediately 
pre-radical). in general we 
In Section 2, we associate with ea 
7’(C), S(C) of R-modules. It turns out tha? 
not have the equality of the classes 
conditions on the ring R which will 
concept of a family C havin 
the lifting property. However when A = n,s,~~ or a the 
have the lifting property. In Section ,4 we SIW study ~~nd~$~~~~~~ 41383 the ring a 
implying the lifting property fo: the &ZE CA. 
In Section 3 we study the relat isnship between the CIZW ’ and the tsf5ion &XB 
T(C, ) cogenerated by CA. Section 4 is devoted to t study of the lqes~ 
idcmpotent radical j smaller than the Jacobson mdius 
iscd by the canditian that ) = 0 for sjrll M 
includes the class of V-rin d also tkc cQzs of 
show that V-rings and Kii s form mutuBily cxKc 
rings (tesp. weakly K&the rings) we have G&W) = Q gasp, GI(4Mj = 0) for all 
M E R-mod. 
In this section we will be d@lin 
describe a class instead of s 
satisfy} WC will write (M 
pre-radical P on R-mod, P” 
Proot. Recall that i is canstructed hy tr~~s~n~te inducha as %c~llsws, Letting r’ = r, 
t@ = rot* for any non-limiting ordinal @ = ILY + 1 and P -‘c 17,. 
limiting ordinal p, one knows that i(M) = n 
Let M E ‘I’,. Then r(M) = A4 From this by we s(3e ~mm~d~a~~ 
r”(M) = M for every ordinal p. Hence i(M) = f&&M = j+f* Thus j&g E Tie 
Conversely, M E Ti + M = f(M) C r( 
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Cikn a torsion theory (I’. F) on R-mod, ii t(M) denotes the largest submodule 
of M belonging to T then it is known that t is an idempotent radical on R-mod. 
Moreover it is know that there is a (l-l) correspondence between torsion theories 
R-mod and idempotent radicals given by (T, F) I+ t and t t+ (T,, F,). From 
Lemma 1 c 1 we see that if I is a radical, T, = Ti. When I is a radical so is i [5, Chap. 
ition l.3). Hence Tr = I’, is a torsion class. In particular we get the 
al r, T, is a torsion class. (ii) 1f rl, r2 are two radicals 
When h stands for any one of the symbols c, f, O, n, s, ss or a we have defined a 
class CA of R-modules in the introduction. For any module M let J(M) denote the 
Jacobson radical of Me Then J is a radical. In general J 
instanee if I? = 2 the ring of integers, we have J(Z/p’Z) = 
for my prime pm It is clear that for any ring R, 
TP -1 J(M)=M)=(M IVJVSM, M/N$EC,)=(M 
is not idempotent. For 
Z&Z and J(Z/pZ) = 0 
‘This clggests that one should perhaps look at the classes TA = {M 1 VN 5 A4 
M CA) and the functions GA given by GA (M) = n{N 1 NC M. M/NE CT,}, 
where A stands for any one of the symbols c,f, W. n,s,ss or a. 
ition 1.3. T” = T’ = T” = T” = T” for a:?y ring R. 
Pm& It is clear that T’ = T”. Also. since every simple module is cyclic and 
noetherian and every noetherian module finit.ly generated we get inclusions 
C% C Cm C Cr; C, C C’ C Cr. These in turn yield T’ C 7'" C T" and T’ C T’ C T”. Every 
non-zero finitely generated module has a maxim31 submodule and hence a simple 
factor module. This immediately yields T’C’f‘. Combining ail these we get 
7%~ T”r T”= T”r TMb. D 
In terms of 6, it is clear tht TA = {M 1 d,(M) = M}. Also it is clear that 
G, = G,, = J* Since J is a radical, by CorolIary S .2 we see that T” = T.. is a torsion 
classi. Combining this with Proposition 1.3 we see that T’ = T‘ = T” = T” = T”” is a 
torsion class in R-mod, 
We will now determine conditions on R under which G, will be a radical on 
R-mod. We first recall the following 
BefhftOsn L4, A module N is said to be a subdirect product of the family ( N,)txEJ if 
and only if there exists a monomorphism j : N 3 nnE., N, such that pn 0 j : N -3 N,, 
is onto for all a! E J. vhere pn : nllEIN,, + N,, is the projection onto NC,. 
Proposition 1.5. (1) G, is a pre-radical on R-mod if and only if M E C,,. Iw’ c 
M =$i+ M’ ts c1 subdirect product of a famiiy of modules belonging to CA. 
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M 
GA (G., (M) > = 0 for any M. 
Proof. Suppose G, is a pre-radical. Let M E CA and MT M. From WO = M E CA 
we get GA (M) = 0. If GA is a pre-radical, GA (M’) C GA(M) = 0. Hence there a&s a 
family {N& I of submodules of M' with M’/Ni E CA and r),,,NL = 0, Writin 
for M’fNA, q, : Ml-+ M’IN, = A, for the canonical quotient 
j : M’-+ nrlF,An given by j(nt’) = (~(rn’))~~~ is clearly seen to r 
subdirect product of the family {A, )oEIe 
ConverseIy, assume that M E Cl, M’C M a M’ is a subdirect gtoduct of 
modules from c1\. Let f : MI + M, be any map in R-mod. To show that GA is a 
pre-radical we have to show that f(G, (M,))C GA (lK). Let f& (A&) = 
(N, 1 N, c M1, MJV2 E CJ. For any N2 E HA (M2) we have O-, Mdf-‘(N2) 
9 ,+4-/N- exact. Hence Ml/f-‘(IV,) is a subdirect product of (&,),,i with B,, E CA. If L ^ 
j : M,/f- ‘(I&)+ nrlCIBm realises Ml/f-‘(N,) as a subdirect product, then N,, = 
kery, 0 j where pa : nnEISu 3 B, is the canonical projection satisfy fl,,JV, = 
f-‘(N,) and M/N, = & E CA. Hence f-‘(N,)> G,(M,). It follows that f(G,(f%))C 
N2 for ail N2 E HA (M,). Hence f(GA (M,)) C nN2,,,,bg,, N2 = GA ( M2). This com- 
pletes the proof of (1). 
Given x E M with x E G, (M). there exists N C M with x e N and M/N E CA. 
Then N > G,(M) and N/G,(M) is a submodule of M/GA (M) with x + G,(M) 




This proves that GA (M/G,(M)) = 0. 0 
1.6 Remarks. 
(1) Part (2) of Proposition ? .5 asserts that GA is automatically a radical whenever 
it is a pre-radical. Since any submodule of a noetherian (resp. artinian) module is 
noetherian (resp. artinian) it fo?lows that G, and 6, are radicals. As already 
commented earlier G, = G,, = S is a radical. 
(2) In general G,. Gr and G,, are not even pre-radicals on R-mod. 
(3) For any M in R-mod we always have J(M) = G,(M) 3 G,(M) 3 G,(M) and 
J(M) = G,(M) 3 G,,(M) > G,(M). 
1.7 Example. Let R = Z[(X,),, -*I be the polynomial ring in a countable number of 
indeterminates over 2. For any f E Z[(X,,),,,J we denote by a(f) the constant erm 
in fi We can regard the additive group Q of rationals as an R-module under the 
operation f - r = aCf)r for any I E Q. Under this action of R on Q the R - 
submodules of Q are the same as the additive subgroups of Q. Hence there exist no 
submodules N $0 of Q with Q/N finitely generated as an R-module. Let 
1 = {f E R 1 a(f) = 0). Then I is an R-submodule of the cyclic R-module R. We 
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will prove that for any M 5 I the factor modLIe I/M is not finitely generated. This 
will prove that I is not a subdirect product of finitl:ly generated R-modules. This in 
turn implies that G, and Gr are not pre-radicals on R-mod. because of Proposition 
9.5(l). 
As an abelian group d is the free abelian group on the monomials 
1X ‘,Y..X:] r29, Ii&&& 2 9). Let 4 : I --, 0 be the homomorphism of abelian 
groups satisfying @(Xk) = l/k ! for k 2 1 and &(X;l . . . X)) = 0 where CL=, i, 2 2. It 
is easy to check that di : I -+ Q is a homomorphism of R-modules. Clearly & is 
onto. Since Q has no non-zero finitely generated quotient modules, it follows that I 
also does not have a non-zero finitely generated factor module. 
This proves that G, and Gr are not pre-radicals on R-mod when R = Z[(X,), _.,I. 
However it will turn out that Go is a radical on R-mod in this case. El 
Lemma 1.8. Let R = S[(X,,),, *,] with S a cornmutatitre noetherian ring. Then any 
submodule of a countably generated R-module is countably generated. 
Proof. Let M be an R-module generated by {u~}~~, and N any submodule of M. 
For any k 2 1 let Mk =C~=,Ru,,N, =NnMk.ThenMkCMkti.NkCNk+,foranv . 
k 3 1 and N = Uk 51 Nk. To prove that N is countably generated it suffices to show 
that each I& is countably generated. 
For this purpose, we will first prove that any submodule of a cyclic module Ru is 
countably generated. Any subm +dule of Ru is of the form Iu, with I an ideal in R. 
If RI, = S[X,, . . ., Xk] then Ik = I n Rk is an idea1 in the noetherian ring Rk. Hence 
there exists a finite set of generatOrS uk.l, . . ., t&(h) for Ik over Rk. It is clear that 
(t’a., )I -1.1. 1’ ,(&) generate I over R. 
We will now prove by induction k that each N, is countably generated over R. 
Since IV, is a submodule of the cyclic module Ru,, by what we have seen already N, 
is countably generated over R. Assume k > 1 ar: d fVk_ l countably generated. Let 
qlk : Mk -9 Mk/Mk-., be the canonical quotient mrp. Then Mk/Mk.-, = Rqk(uk). In 
the exact sequence 0 + Nk -I 3 I% -% qJVk)- 4, I+&_, is countably generated by 
the inductive assumption and qk (Nk ) is couirtably generated because it is a 
submodule of the cyclic module M&fk_,. Hence Nk is countably generated n 
1.9 Remarks. 
(9) From Lemma 9.8 and Proposition 1.5 we see that G, is a radical on R-mod 
when R = Z[(X” )“-*I] even though G, and G, are not. 
(2) Since every simple module is artinian, over any ring R we get T’> T”. 
Similarly from CCC, we get T’> T”. In Z-mod, we have Z,- E T” = T’ but 
Z,,- e T” (for any prime p), because very non-zero quotient of Zp- is isomorphic to 
Z,.,s and Zpg is artinian. Also in Z-mod we have Q E T’ but 0 @ T”. 
(3) Since G;, is a radical, T” = TGa is a torsion class for any R, by Corollary 1.2. 
We do not know of any example of a ring R where T’” is not a torsion class. 
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2. Families determined by the smallness of certain classes 
We first recall the well-known 
Definition 2.1. B C Ad is called smaN in M if N C M, N -t B = A4 implies N = Ibl, 
Given any family C of objects in R-mod, let 
T(C) = {M 1 WV5 A4 M/ZW C) and 
S(C)=(M 1 BCM, BEC * B issmall in M). 
Lemma 2.2. Suppose C is closed undv epimorphic images (namely 
M +M”-+O exact, ME C + M”E C). Then T(C)CS(C). 
Proof. Let M E T(C) and let B CM with B E C. Let N e M satisfy Iv + B = M. 
Suppose N# M. Let a) : M + M/N denote the canonical quotient map. From 
IV + B = M we get q(B) = M/N. Thus B 2 M/N+0 is exact. This yields 
M/N E C, contradicting. the definition of T(C). 0 
Definition 2.3. We say that C has the lifting property (abbreviated as L l P) or that 
the L 9 P is valid for C if M $ N + 0 exact in R-mod, B C N. B E C implies the 
existence of an A C M with A E C and &(A) = B. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose C has the lifting property. Then S(C: C T(C). 
Proof. Let M f S(C). Let N 5 Ad. Suppose M/NE C’. Let q : M + M/N denote 
the canonical quotient map. y the L-P for C we get A CM with A EC and 
q(A)= MIN. Then A + N = M. Since N # M, it follows that A is not small in M, 
contradicting the definition of S(C). 0 
2.5 Remarks. 
(1) All the classes C,, introduced earlier are closed under factor modules. 
Moreover T” = T(Ch). Hence T” CS(C,,). 
(2) The classes C,., Cf. C, always have the L l P. Hence S(C,)C T^ whenever 
A = c, f or W. Combining with (1) above we get S(C,) = T’ whenever A = c, for o. 
(3) In general the classes C,, C,, C%, CIb do not have the lifting property. 
Theorem 2.6. The following conditions on Q ring R are equivaknt- 
(1) R is semi-simple Artin. 
(2) The rlass C,, has the L - P. 
(3) The elms C, has the L l P. 
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Proof. (1) 3 (2) is trivial, since C, = R-mod, when R is semi-simple Artin. 
(2) =+ (3). Let M LN+ObeexactandBCNbesuchthatBEC,.IfB=Owe 
take A = 0 C M. If B # 0, then B is simple. By (2) there exists a semi-simple module 
H c M with 4(H) = B. Let H = @,H, with each H, simple. Since 4(H) = B# 0, 
there is at least one Q! such that 4(K) # 0. Then 4 1 Ha : Ha = B, since H, and B 
are both simple. In this case we set A = H,. Then clearly A E C, and &(A ) = B. 
(3 (1). Any simple module S is cyclic. Hence there exists an exact sequence 
R &S--+0. From (3) we get a simple module S’C R with, &(S’) = S. Then 
Q, 1 S’S’= S. This implies that R -% S -0 splits. Hence it follows that every 
simple module is projective. 
t 
Let Mf 0. We will prove that M is semi-simple. As a first step we show that 
Sot Mf 0. In fact, there exists an x # 0 in M. Then Rx being a non-zero finitely 
generated module, there exists an exact sequence Rx + S --j 0 with S simple. Since 
S is projective, the sequence Rx + S -+ 0 splits, yielding Rx = S $ H for some H. It 
follows that Sot (M)3 Sot (Rx)3 S# 0. We will now prove that M = Sot M. 
Suppose the contrary. Then N = M&x M# 0. Hence from what we have shown 
already Sot Nf 0. This implies the existence of a simple module S’ C Sot N. Let 
q : M ---, M/Sot M be the canonical quotient map. Then q-‘(S’) AS’+0 is 
exact, where $ = 7 1 q-‘(9). Since S’ is projective, q-‘(S’)A S’ + 0 splits 
yielding q “(S’) = Sot M@‘. This implies that q-‘(S’) is semi-simple and hence 
Sot M I q-‘(S’) = Sot M@‘, a contradiction. 
Thus M = Sot M for all M. Hence every module is semi-simple: Cl 
2.7 Remarks. 
(1) In Z-mod we have 2 E S(Cs), since the only simple Z-modules are 2, for 
various primes p and ZP is not a submodufe of 2. However 2 E T” since 
Z&Z = 2”. Thus S(C&Z T” in the case of Z+lod. 
(2) From Theorem 2.6 we see that when C’ nas the lifting property, then R is 
semi-simple Artin. In this case S(C,) = T” = {‘j}, the class consisting only of the 
module zero. We do not know any example of 2 non-semi-simple ring for which the 
equality S(C) = T’ is valid. 
Theorem 2.8. Suppose R is a noetherian ring. Then S (C,) = T” C+ R is semi- 
simple Artin. 
Proof. Since R E T” the equality S(C) = T” yields R g S(Cs). Hence there exists a 
simple submodule S1 of R which is not small in R. In particular R = S1 + N, for 
some submodule N, of R with N, # R. N, n S, is either S1 or 0. If N, n S, = S, then 
NI 3 S, and hence N, 1 N, + S, = R which contradicts N, 5 R. Thus N, n SI = 0 
and hence R z= S, @IV,. 
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_ If Iv, # 0, IV1 being a non-zero cyclic module we see that IV1 6 T”. The above 
argument applied to N, in the place of R shows that IV, = S~&$ with Sz simple. If 
IV: # 0 we iterate this procedure. If the process stops after a finite number of steps 
we get R = S, @. . . @ Sk with each S, simple. 
Suppose, if possible, the process does not stop. Then for each integer k 3 1 we 
get a simple submodule Sk of R and a non-zero submodule A& of R satisfying the 
fo!lowing conditions: 
(i) R = S&j.. .@&&$, 
Then I = Ckzl Sk is a submodule of R and it is easily checked that the sum XL*, Sk 
is a direct sum. This will mean that 2 is not noetherian, contradicting the 
assumption that R is noetherian. a 
In case R is noetherian (resp. artinian) we have Cn = C’# (resp. C, = C,). Hence 
when R is noetherian (resp. artinian) the class Cfl (resp. Ca) has the lifting property. 
However the converse is not true. Actually we will show that if R is the direct 
product nC,EJ R, of any family R, of noetherian (resp. artinian) rings, then C,(R) 
(resp. C,(R)) has the lifting property. 
Let R = n,,,,R, bc the direct product of rings R,. We write x for the element 
(4, )CU Cl of R. For any y E J let ey E n,,,,R,, be the element g:tcn by eJ = 0 if 
ru#y, u;= 1 y the identity element of R,. Let jV : R, 3 nc,EJR,I denote the 
canonical inclusion. We will write R, for the ir age of jV. Then e”R,, = 0 if cv# p 
and e”u = u for every u E R,,. Moreover R,, is an ideal in R. 
Proposition 2.9. Let R = n,,, j R,, und M E R-mod. If M is ttoetherian or artinian 
then R,,M = Cl for all but a $nite number of a! in J. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary R,*M# 0 for infinitely many a! E J. Let (a& l I be an 
infinite sequence of distinct elements on J such that R,,,M# 0. For any integer 
k 2 I we define submodufes Mk, lVk of M by 
Then for any k 2 2, from 
we get 
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Clearly Mk -, C Mk. Let 0 # xk E l&M. Since effkMk -l = 0 and nLLhxk = xk # 0 we see 
that xk e Mk + Clearly xk E Mk. Thus MI C M, C M, C . . . is a strictly increasing 
sequence of submodules of M. 
Also from eYVk = 0 and e”kxk = xk # 0, we see that xk ff Nk. From t?“” = 
e”” (1 - ZfZ:eO*) we get & = e”“xk = eak(l - ~$+)xk E Mk-+ Thus N, 3 P& 
sN.J... is a strictly decreasing sequence of submodules of M. 
It follows that if M is either noetherian or artinian we can not have R, M # 0 for 
infinitely many (x E J. Cl 
Theorem 2.10. Let R = IIoEJRa. 
(1) If each R, is a noetherian ring then C,( R ) possesses the lifting property. 
(2) If each R,, is artinian then C;,( R ) possesses the lifting property. 
Proof. Lzt M 4 N + 0 be an exact sequence in R-mod and B a noetherian (resp. 
artinian) submodule of N. From Proposition 2.9 we see that R,B = 0 except for a 
finite number of ar in J. Let cyI, . . ., ok be the finite number of indices in J satisfying 
Ra,B # 0. Then B is “effectively” a module over R,, x . . . x R,, and as an 
R-module B is noetherian (resp. artinian) if and only if it is noetherian (resp. 
artinian) as an R,,, x . . . X R,, module. When B is noetherian it is finitely generated 
over R,, x . . . x R,rk. 
In case each R,, is artinian, B is artinian if and only if it is finitely generated over 
R,, X l l l X Rak. 
Let xl,. . ., x, generate B over R,,, x . . . x I?,,. Let y, E M satisfy 4( y,) = x, for 
ISjSr. Let M’ be the submodule of M generated by the elements 
{eu6y,)lciG:r,~c,c,, Then R,-,M’= 0 wheneves (Y e {a,, . . ., ak}. Thus M’ is 
“effectively” a finitely generated module over R,, x . . . x R,,. In case each Ra, is 
noetherian (resp. artinian) M’ is noetherian (resp. artinian). Clearly &(M’) = B. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. I II 
Proposition 2.11. Let R be an integral doma n (noi necessarily commutative). Then 
C,, (R ) (resi. Cl( R )) has the L l P e R ic noetherian (resp. artinian ). 
Proof. We have only to prove the implication 3 . Let P be any maximal left 
ideal of R and S = R/I. Then S is a simple R -module and hence S is both 
noetherian and artinian. By the Lo P for C,(resp. C,,) there exists a noetherian 
(resp. artinian) submodule A of R such that q(A) = S where q : R * S = R/I is 
the canonical quotient map. In particular A # 0. Let 0 # x E A. Then Rx CA. 
Hence Rx is noetherian (resp. artinian). When R is an integral domain R = Rx as 
an R-module. Hence R is noetherian (resp. artinian). 0 
Let R be a ring and I any two-sided ideal in R. Any M E R/I-mod could be 
regarded as an R-module in an obvious way. Then the R /I-submodules of M are 
aouap (( D)J ‘( 3)&) 3q l sa~y 
310”3p &M 3 UO!lX% S!tjl "I 
pure y& uaatilaq d!qsuo!lspx y 
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Conversely, assume that for any 0 # C’ C C E C there exists a C” # 0 with 
C” ? C and C’--+ C”-+O exact. Let M E T(C), C E C and f E Hom(M, C). If 
6 i B 1, ;t&,.-y C” = f(M). Then 0 # C’ C C. Hence, there exists a C” E C with 0 # C” and 
5”--; c _ “--A! exact. Then N = ker 4 of satisfies N $6 M, M/N = C” E C, contradict- 
ing M E r(C). Thus Hom(M, C) = 0 for all C E C. This proves r(C) c T(C). By 
Lemma 3.1, T(C)C T(C). 0 
3.3 Remarks. 
(1) If C’W’EC, with A = n, a, s or ss then clearly C’ E C,,. It follows from 
Proposition 3.2 that the torsion class T* is the same as the torsion class T(Cn) 
cogenerated by CA whenever A = n, a, s or ss. Combining this with Proposition 1.3, 
we get 
T’ = T'= T” = T" = T'" = T(C,,) = T(C,) = T(C,,), 
(2) From Cc C Cf we get F(C,) C F(Cf). Using the fact that F(C,) is closed under 
extensions we immediately see that Cf C F(C,). Hence F(C,) C F(C,). Thus F(C,) = 
F(C“) and therefore T(C,) = T(Cf). However it is in general not true that T(C,) = T’ 
(or that T(Cr) = T’). 
Proposition 3.4. The following conditions on a ring R are equivalent. 
(1) Given 0 # N C M with M cyclic, there exists a non -zero cyclic module which is 
a factor module of N. 
(2) Given 0 # B C A with A finitely generated. there exists a non -zero finitely 
generated factor module of B. 
(3) Given 0 # N C M with M cyclic, there exist% a maximal submodule of N. 
(4) Given 0 # B CA with A finitely generated, there exists a maximal submodule 
ofB. 
(5) T(C,) = T’= T’= T(G). 
Proof. From Proposition 3.2 we see that (1) is valid a T(C,) = T' andthat (2) is 
valid W’ T(Cf) = T’. Since T’ = T’ and T(C) == T(Ct) we immediate get (1) rz--~ 
(5) e (2). Since the factor module of any modale by a maximal module is simple 
and every simple module is cyclic we immediately get (3) + (1) and (4) + (2). 
(1) _ (3). If C is a non-zero cyclic factor module of N with ‘1 : N + C the 
quotient map, the inverse image of any maximal submodule of C by q is a maximal 
submodule of N. 
The proof of (2) + (4) is similar to (1) * (3). c3 
Remark 3.5. Let R = Z[(X,&,] and I the ideal in R consisting of polynomials 
with constant term zero. Then we have shown already (Example 1.7) that I does not 
have any non-zero finitely generated quotient module. Thus as a consequence of 
Proposition 3.4, we see that T(C)+ T’ for the ring R. 
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4. Max rings, V-rings and Kikthe rings 
Let j denote the largest idempotent radical which is smaller than J. In Section I 
h ..,a O,,d ca*a* 
WG IlClVZj 3bbll 
that the Lbmnntbwat rggjica! accr\rizatd jgit,h the trrrcinn class aUw.ay”CY.~@ U*YVWaU%YY C”. U.“.. 
T’s T’= T”= T” = T” is the same as 1 We now recall some definitions already 
existent in literature. 
Definition 4.1. A ring R is called a MUX ring if every non-zero M E R -mod has a 
maximal submodule. 
Definition 4.2. A ring R is called a V-ring if every simple module over R is 
injective. 
Definition 4.3. A ring R is called (VowNeumann) regular if given a E R, there 
exists an x E R (depending on a) such that u = QX~. 
llnfinitimm A A- A rino R ic ratId za Kiipth rino if PVP~V AU F R-mcwi ic za direct cllrn YY ..I..,. V.. 7C-w. 1. . . . . b 1. .” WU..“Y u .=“w...CII . ..*a I. r.r.JI .-I - I. . ..vu .” u -..-1. “I... 
of cyclic modules. R will be referred to as a weuk K&the ring if every M E R-mod 
is a direct sum of finitely generated modules. Any Kiiethe ring is clearly weakly 
K&the. 
Lemma 4.5. Let M E R-mod. Then j(M) = 0 
M has a maximal submodule. 
Proof. Let j(M) = 0 and 0 # N C M. If N has no maximal submodules, J(N) = N. 
Lemma 1.1 now implies j(N) = N. Then j(M) > .f(N) = N# 0, a contradiction. 
Conversely. assume every non-zero submadule of M has a maximal submodule. 
Suppose j(M) # 0. Then j(M) Mq hence by assumption there exists 8 maximal 
submodule of &M). In particu r J(S(M))@&f(M). Since S&M J(JUW) we 
get &j(M)) 5 j(M), contradicring the idempotenr nature of j* 
Corollary 4.6. A ring R is Q Max ring c=+ j(M) = 0 far all M 6?~ R-mod. 
__I. a. *. -. *. A ieSUii Of Vil’laiiiZj;Oi [;i] abscris ihai R ‘a3 13 a b’_iifjg e J’(lvf) z 0 for ajj 
M E R-mod. Since j(M) C J(M) it follows that every V-rin 
every finiieiy generated moduie has a maximai suhmoduie from Lemma 45 we siso 
get the following coroflarics. 
Corollary 4.7. Every weakly KCethe ring is a .Max ring 
Corollary 4.8. If R is a noetherian ring j(R ) = 0. 
Proposition 4.9. For any regular ring R. j( R ) r- 0. 
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Proof. Let 0 # 1 C R. Let II # 0 be an element of I. Then a = axa for some x E R. 
If 4= SQ. then clearly e# 0 is an idempotent and Re - Rxa C Ra C 1. From 
R=Re~~R(l-e)andI>RewegetI=Re~6’whereI’=I~{R(l-e)}.ThusZ 
has a non-zero cyclic factor module. This implies that I possesses a maximal 
submodule. From Lemma 4.5 we get j(R) = 0. 
We will end this section by giving examples to show that the class of V-rings and 
the class of Koethe rings are mutually exclusive. It is a well-known result of 
Kaplansky that a commutative ring R is a V-ring a R is 
following is a classical result of Cohen and Kaplansky f2]. 
regular. Also the 
Theorem. Let R be a commutative ring. Then R is a KGethe ring 
and every ideal in R is a principal ideal. 
a it is Artinian 
Example 4.10. Let I be an infinite set and for each cy E I let K, be a field. Let 
R = n,,,, &. Then R is a commutative regular ring. Thus R is a V-Hing. Since R is 
not Artinian (not even noetherian) R can not be even weakly Koethe, because a 
result of Chase [ 1, Theorem 4.41 asserts that a weakly Koethe ring is necessarily 
Artinian. 
Lemma 4.11. Let K be a field and R = K[ Xl/(X’). Then there are only three 
non-zero ideals in R, namely R, Ru and Ru’ where u = q(X) with q : K[X] + R 
the canonical quotient map. 
Proof. If I is any ideal in R then 77 -‘(I) is an i&:al in K[ X]. Hence q -‘(I) = K[ X]f 
for some f E K[X]. Then it is clear that I = Rq(f). Let I# 0 and h = q(f). Then 
h = A, + h,,u + A& for some Al, A?, A,E K. Moreover h# 0, since I# 0. 
Case (i). Suppose Al # 0. 
A, + A+ + Alu’E 1 + 
(A, + AZ,! f Ad)u E 1 
(Al + ALE + h,u)u’E I. 
Since u3 CO in R we get A,u+Azu’EI and A,u’EI. &#O, Aru’EZ ) 
A,‘(A,u’)=u’E!. Also A,u+A~u2EI, &El a A,uEI. Again A,#(). 
&UEI * ufl. Now Al+A,u+A+‘EI, uEI ) A,El + IEI. 
Hence I = R. 
Case (ii), A, = 0. If A2 - 0 then I = RA3u” and A3 # 0 since 12 # 0. Hence I = Ru’. If 
A f0. A:u + AdE 1 + (A,u +A3u2)u E I ) A$% 1 + u2E 1. Then 
Au + h&E I, uz E I + A?u E I and this with Al # 0 j u E I. From I = 
(A,u f A?u’), u E I we get Ru = I. 
Thus the only three non-zero ideals in R are R, Ru and Ru’. Cl 
rollary 4.12. R is an artinian principal ideal ring. Hence R is Gethe h_~ tk 
throrem of Cohen and Kaplansky. 
This ring R is not regular, since u E R can not be writt&a as u * k * u for any 
h E R, because u e Rd. R is commutative. Thus R i(r, not a V-ring, but R is 
Kiiethe by Corollary 4.12. 
Arguments used in the proof of Pro’ ition 1.5 skew that 
a subdirect product of cyclic 
product of finitely generated tn 
ring) then G,(M) = 0 (resp. G@( 
studying rings with the proprt 
(resp. finitely generated) modul 
of Cohen-Kaplansky for comn: 
product of cyclic modules? 
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